
MISSIONAL COMMUNITIES 

A Missional Community is an extended family of 15-40 people who are on mission to a specific neighborhood or network of 

relationships. As an extended family, they will share food, fun, friendship and faith as they organize their rhythm of life around 

developing an UP-ward relationship with God, IN-ward relationships with their Missional Community, and OUT-ward 

relationships with those not yet in Christ. Here are some guiding principles for how these three relationships will be developed 

in a missional community. 

 

 

Creative Worship There are lots of ways to worship God. We don’t always have to sing or have music.  

Fresh Word Teaching in missional communities should flow out of our relationship with God and his activity in 

our lives. Teaching will be conversational and interactive. No lecturing! 

 

 

Eating Healthy families share meals together. It doesn’t always have to be a full blown meal, but food will be 

a regular part of the gathering. Eating together is a great way for people to belong before they believe.  

One-Another-ing There are over 50 one another passages in the New Testament. One of the ways to practice 

these during an MC gathering is to break down into smaller groups of 3-5 so people can “share and care” in 

more personal ways.  

 

Showing Sharing our faith often happens best when we first share food, fun and friendship with those we are 

being sent to. Sometimes people need to witness Jesus in us before we witness Jesus to them. 

Telling Sharing our faith involves telling others the good news: God’s transforming presence is near, through 

Jesus, by the power of the Holy Spirit. He changed me, and he can change you too. 



MISSIONAL COMMUNITY RHYTHMS 
 

Every missional community will 

develop a shared rhythm of life 

that organizes around the three 

relationships of UP, IN and 

OUT.  

So for example, in the calendar 

to the left, when the misisonal 

community gathers on Tuesday 

nights for UP, they may eat a 

meal together and then do 

some form of creative worship. 

Then on every second Saturday 

they gather to serve their 

missional context in a tangible 

way. The second Tuesday 

centers around developing 

their IN-ward relationships with 

one-another. The IN gathering 

could also invite people they 

met during their previous OUT 

gathering to enjoy a time of 

food, fun and friendship.  

Notice how the 4th week is left open? We think its important to allow space for people to connect organically outside the 

organized rhythm of the MC. This also builds in a time of rest for everyone involved.    



FAQ’s ON MISSIONAL COMMUNTIES 
Do missional communities have leaders? Yes. Every missional community (MC) will be led by one T-Group. For example, 

look at the diagram to the right. Notice how the T-Group is located inside the MC? Two to four people from that T-Group will 

function as the MC’s principle leaders, with the leader of that T-Group 

being first among equals.   

Where do small groups fit in? During MC gatherings people can 

break down into smaller groups of 4-6 to share and pray with one 

another. This creates an opportunity for deeper interactions without 

having to add another group with formal leadership positions.     

How does an MC figure out what their missional context will 

be? This can happen in different ways. Generally speaking, it starts 

when someone feels the Spirit is sending them to a particular 

missional context. As they pray and share this vision of being sent, 

they can discover persons of peace who also feel led to be on mission 

with them. This sets the stage to start the first T-Group and begin the 

process of building a new team. It’s important to recognize that it’s the Holy Spirit who sends people on mission, not us. Our 

role as disciple makers is to, at the appropriate time, release people to pursue their callings, providing support and 

accountability in the context of community.  

Why do mission in groups of 20-50? Why not smaller groups?  

We believe mission can happen in any sized group, but our experience is that sustainable mission takes place through groups 

of 20-50 - what the New Testament commonly refers to as the oikos, or household. The great thing about doing mission as an 

extended family of 20-50 people is that a group that size is small enough to have a shared vision, but big enough to actually do 

something about it.  

  



ONE LIFE: A Diverse Network of Missional Communities 
Before Jesus ascended back to the Father, he told his disciples “You will receive power when the Holy   

Spirit comes upon you, and you will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, Judea, Samaria and to the ends  

of the earth.” Notice how the Holy Spirit was going to not only empower them, but also  

lead them to cross geographic and cultural boundaries? When the Holy Spirit is allowed  

to direct the mission, the movement will eventually break out of its original culture  

and become multi-cultural.    

We expect to see this same thing happen. At some point, as people are 

discipled, the Spirit will awaken them to their callings, creating the 

opportunity for new missional communities to be formed, each with 

their own unique missional context. We want to see the gospel of the kingdom 

move into every neighborhood, and every network of relationships in the city, and 

beyond.   

It is through this de-centralized approach to mission that we can experience a truly multi-

cultural expression of the church. Instead of asking people of diverse cultural backgrounds to  

come to us, we will go to them, participating in the already existing rhythms of their culture. This means each missional 

community will have the freedom to organize their rhythm of life around the unique cultural context in which they are being 

sent.  

 

New Church Plants 
Each MC is potentially a new church plant waiting to happen. As the Spirit leads, the local church will provide support and 

accountability for MC’s to “spin off” and form their own local expressions of the Church, moving towards their own cultural 

identity and leadership. This movement of multiplying disciples, leaders and churches will be called OneLife. 



Public Worship Gatherings 
While we see T-Groups and MC’s as being absolutely foundational to the 

sustainability of the movement, at some point during the life cycle of the 

first plant, once we have multiplied into two sustainable MC’s, we will 

start a weekly public worship gathering where we will cast vision, 

celebrate what God is doing, meaningfully connect with others in the 

movement, and communicate the gospel in compelling ways. The design 

of these initial gatherings will be light weight and low maintenance so as 

not to overburden existing T-Group and MC leaders.  

Being in the Bible Belt, the public gathering will naturally serve as a front 

door for some people to be introduced to the gospel and the movement. 

The public gathering will honor this reality, while at the same time 

intentionally subverting a culture of consumerism. For example, some 

gatherings may only have music and preaching for 40 minutes, with the 

remaining time focusing on interactive times of people-to-people ministry.    

In order to accommodate the different learning stages of children, there will also be age appropriate learning environments 

incorporated into these public worship gatherings.  
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